ABSTRACT The problem of deciding whether the mean of an unknown distribution is in a set A or in its complement based on a sequence of independent random variables drawn according to this distribution is considered. Using large deviations techniques, an algorithm is proposed which is shown to lead to an a.s. correct decision for a class of A which are not necessarily countable. A refined decision procedure is also presented which, given a countable decomposition of A, can determine a.s. to which set of the decomposition the mean belongs. This extends and simplifies a construction by Cover. 2'This work was lpartially done while the author v'isitled t le Laboratory for Inlforilation and Decision Systems, MIT
Introduction
Consider the following hypothesis testing problem: Let zl, X2,... denote a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with marginal law PT, with support [0,1]. The mean of PT, denoted fIT, is known to belong either to a (known) set A which has measure 0 or to its complement B = Ac. We want to decide, based on the observation sequence Z1, 2... , Xn whether PfT E A or not.
This problem was considered by Cover in [1] , where he treated the case of A = Q[0, 1 ] , the set of rationals in [0, 1] , and more generally the case of countable A. He proposed there a test which, for any measure with fit E A, will make (a.s.) only a finite number of mistakes whereas, for measures with fT E B\N, the test makes (a.s.) only a finite number of mistakes, where N is a set of Lebesgue measure 0. Various extensions of this result were considered by Koplowitz [3] , who showed various properties of sets A which allow for such a decision and gave some characterizations of the set N.
In this note, we extend the result of [1] by allowing the set A to be uncountable, not necessarily of measure 0, such that it satisfies the following structural assumption: We note that this Assumption implies that if A has Lebesgue measure zero, it is of the first category (i.e., a countable union of nowhere dense sets). The Assumption is satisfied by a class of interesting uncountable sets A, e.g. the Cantor set. Obviously, for countable sets, the Assumption is satisfied. For more along these lines, c.f. Lemma 2 and the remarks which follow Theorem 1.
In Section 2, we describe a decision algorithm which changes its decisions after increasingly longer and longer intervals. Those intervals are chosen using entropy bounds. We prove that this algorithm shares the properties of Cover's decision rule, i.e. it makes a finite number of mistakes a.s. on the set A and on AC\N for an appropriate set N of Lebesgue measure 0. (A characterization of N follows from our proof and is related to the one given in [3] ). In Section 3, the results are extended to allow a (countable) sub-decision inside the set A.
The decision rule and proof of the main theorem
We begin by first describing the proposed decision rule. Let ,5(m) be a given sequence, to be defined below. For any input sequence xl, * *, n,, form the subsequences
Let p denote the empirical mean of the sequence Xm. At the end of each parsing, make a decision whether fT E A according to whether II'-" E Bm or not. Between parsings, don't change the decision. For the sequence 3(m) defined below in equation (2.7), we claim:
Theorem 1
a) For any measure PT with piT C A, the decision rule will make (a.s.) only a finite number of mistakes, i.e. for a.e. w there exists an n(w) such that the decision is A for all n > n(w).
b) For any measure PT with pT E AC\N, where N is a set of Lebesgue measure 0, the decision rule will make (a.s.) only a finite numnber of mistakes, i.e. for a.e. w there exists an n(w) such that the decision is Ac for all n > n(w).
Before proving the theorem, we introduce some notation and define the sequence P(m). For a set E C [0,1], EC denotes the complement of E and E denotes the closure of E, whereas E°d enotes the interior of E. Let p be a 
Remarks
1) The theorem could have been proved by obtaining (2.6) using more traditional bounds but with a slower decision procedure (i.e., larger a(m)).
2) It is interesting to note that the Cantor set satisfies the Assumption. Indeed, the covering sets Bm are just the intervals associated with the Cantor partition.
3) By modifying the structure of the decision rule, one may also make a hypothesis test inside A. This is pursued in Section 3.
We conclude this section by a (partial) characterization of the sets A of measure 0 which satisfy the Assumption:
Lemma
A set A which is of measure 0 and which satisfies the Assumption is of the first category (i.e., A is a countable union of nowhere dense sets). Conversely, a closed set A of Lebesgue measure zero satisfies the Assumption if A is of the first category. We note that, by a counter example based on [4, Exercise 4, pg. 66], one cannot in general dispense of the requirement that A be closed in the converse direction of Lemma 2. Indeed, in [4] a set F of nonzero Lebesgue measure is constructed which is nowhere dense. To get a contradiction, it now suffices to take a countable dense subset of this set F to be any of the sets Am.
Countable hypothesis testing
In this section, we refine the decision rule to allow for deciding among a countable set of hypotheses. In addition to deciding whether or not 7 'T E A, we also make a hypothesis test inside A. Suppose that A is written as A = U=l Si where the Si are disjoint. We are interested not only in whether !FT E A, but if so to which of the Si does iZT belong. Specifically, we wish to decide among the following countable set of hypotheses: b) For any measure PT with TlT E AC\N, where N is a set of Lebesgue measure 0, the decision rule will make (a.s.) only a finite number of mistakes, i.e. for a.e. w there exists an n(w) such that the decision is Ac for all n > n(w).
Proof a) Suppose that 7T E Si. By the same considerations that led to (2.6), for any p such that g E Si n A, we have 
Remarks

1)
Cover's result on countable hypothesis testing is a special case of this result since every countable set A clearly satisfies the Assumption and can be written as the union of pairwise positively separated sets.
2) If one is willing to allow the test to fail for some points in A, then the requirement that the Si be pairwise positively separated can be dropped. The set N 2 C A on which the test fails in the general case can be characterized, and presumably conditions on the Si for which N 2 is a null set could be obtained.
